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This interim report describes the work performed during

Phase II on %t Two-Step Holographic Fringe Linearization Interferometrv.'. .-Study-. The FLI process consists of deflecting the object beam between
holographic exposures to create linear fringes and spatial filtering of
the image reconstructed from the hologram about the linear fringe carrier
frequency. This filtering is meant to discriminate between subsurface
defects and random fringe noise. During this phase a loading limitation
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for the FLI process (of one quarter wave/linear fringe period for the
out-of-plane deformations) was demonstrated. To circu-mvent this limitation.
two modifications to the FLI process were investigated: Four-Exposure
FLI - a Moire technique and Laser Pulse separation control with dynamic
loading. With the former method tinear fringes have been recovered from
the random noise in a simulated laboratory experiment. Experiments to
demonstrate the fringe shifts at defect locations with differential loading
are still in progress. Preliminary experiments performed on the NADC
holographic system indicate that it should be adequate, albeit cumbersome,
to demonstrate the Laser Pulse Control Method. The finite element analysis
is predicting the experimental fringe patterns obtained with static loading
and the modeling effort for the dynamic loading experiments is discussed.
An analysis for the moire resulting from the three exposure hologram is
described. Plans for the work to be done during the remainder of Phase II
are given.
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I SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROGRESS

This report describes the progress during Phase II on C(ontract

149620-92-C-O001 entitled "Use of Holographic Fringe Linearizition Irntertr-

ometry (FLI) for Detection of Defects". The results obtained in this phase to

date show that holographic FLI as orginally conceived has a severe loading con-

w ; straint, to the point of being impractical. Two methods for overcoming this
S, constraint, and hence preserving the data processing advantages of FLI, were

conceived. These methods are laser pulse control with linear frinqes and

dynamic loading techniques, and four exposure (two-laser) FLI, a moire tech-

nique. Both alternate methods have been analyzed. Analysis of the moire

method shows that the loading constraint can be significantly relaxed. In

addition, experimental results show that linear fringes in the moire pattern

are carried by the arbitrary surface deformation pattern (noise) in the holo-

graphic interferogram. The computer model has corroborated the accuracy of

holographic interferometry for monitoring surface displacements and has pre-

dicted holographic signatures for cracks and flaws with static loading. The

dynamic loading analysis has commenced and indicates a preliminary design for

the dynamic loading experiments which appears reasonable.

While the progress to date on this program has been sporadic due to

the experimental complexity of the FLI process and our intrnal move from

Brighton to Wilmington, MA., we are very encouraged with the present four

' exposure, (two-laser) moire technique. It appears experimentally feasible,

should he desensitized in its response to the load, and retains the linear

fringe; hence, preserving the image processing advantages of FLI. In addition,

the finite element modeling effort has been extremely successful in predicting

the holographic fringe patterns caused by out-of-plane surface deformation with

' "static loading mechanisms.

840-1
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In this report we first define the research ohject iv nd ,i t l ,ti,,

the significant accomplishments to date. We then discuss the hasi( exljtr' 1r'!,

which illustrate the loading limitation, (i.e., nut-of-plane displacmretrts m,,t

be less than one quarter wave/linear fringe period) which is imposed on ,ven-

tional holographic FLI. We then discuss two methods for avoiding this ln'l.in,

limitation:

0 pulse separation control, and

0 four-exposure (two-laser) FLI - a moire tochnriqup.

The theoretical hases for both methods are given and the recovery of I irwor

fringes hy the moire method - a significant achievement - is dmorist riit,.

Various configurations for implementing the moire method, in d )ra I ( i

manner, are described. The results of the finite element work are presert(,f

with good agreement between the ADL computer model and experimental rfsu1lTs

being demonstrated. This work is a very important foundation for the cuntr,)]

of the various loading mechanisms which is anticipated later in the progr,m.

Plans for the work to be performed during the rest of the Contract ire also

outlined.

1.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE REPORT

The principal investigator of this study is George 0. Reynolds from

the Honeywell Electro-Optics Division. Donald A. Servaes from Honeywell is the

Project Experimentalist. John B. DeVelis, a consultant to Honeywell from

Merrimack College, has contributed to the holographic portion of the study.

Ronald A. Mayville, Peter D. Hilton and Daniel C. Peirce from Arthur D. Little,

Inc. performed mechanical designs and system analysis under a subcontract.

1-2
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SECTION 2

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The objective of the research in this programn is to prove tho concept

- if Holographic Fringe Linearization Interferometry (FLI) and deteriiine i t

degree of utilit In the FLI technique, linear fringes are introduced in the

formation step of double exposure holographic interferoiietry by utilIizing ai

beam deflector in the object beam between the two holographic exposures. A

subsequent spatia fitering operation i s perfrormed on the reconsthructed image

fro. the double exposure hologram. The filter is tuned to the frequency of the

inear fringes. The ptrpose of the filter is to remove fro the image the rall-

do fringes which commonly appear in double exposure holographic interfero-

* etry. These noise fringes occur due to the differential vibrations which exist

in the test subject at the two different exposure times. The noise fringes are

the prime cause of the difficulty in data interpretation of normal double

exposure holograhic interferograms. The filtering step should remove the noise

I fringes and enhance the presence of shifts in the linear fringes due to subsur-

face defects. This enhancement is expected to simplify the process of locating

the defects.

The prime goal of this research program is the experimental demon-

stration of the FLI technique for detecting and locating (not necessarily

identifying or classifying) subsurface cracks and defects in various struc-

tures. Since FLI is potentially a large area inspection technique which is

very compatible with image processing, its success can ultimately simplify the

SrNondestructive Evaluation (NDE) process for large military structures such as

aircraft.

1 fae The experimental work to date has been performed by Honeywell O at

the Advanced Concepts Group in Brighton, Massachusetts. Initial experimenta-

tion at NADC has also been performed. We anticipate performing more work at

NADC during the remainder of the program. The modeling work and deformation

analysis has been performed at Arthur D. Little, Inc. in Cambridge, MA.

- i 2-1
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SECTION 3

PROGRESS, PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND PLANS

The program is scheduled to be a three-phase study over a three-year

period of time. This report discusses the work performed and the results

obtained during Phase 11.

The results to date indicate that the FLI technique must he modified

from that originally conceived in order to allow practical loading inechanism-s

to be utilized. Two modifications which preserve the data reduction advantages

- of FLI are currently being investigated:

0 laser pulse control on double exposure holography with

dynamic loading and

* moire methods using four exposure (two-laser) holography.

The initial experiments at NADC revealed that the first method may be difficult

to demonstrate during this study because of electronic control limitations on

the current NADC holographic system. The moire method has heen set uIP in

Honeywell Labs and the preliminary results are indeed encouraging. Work is

continuing in this vein to determine the effects of differential loading

hetween exposures in the moire method.

The finite element analysis gives good qualitative agreement between

theory and experiment for static loading conditions. The work on dynamic load-

* ing mechanisms has started with the result that the conditions for the initial

- experimentation appear practical.

7 During the remainder of the program we plan to demonstrate the

feasibility of the moire method with differential loading conditions (static)
for specimens having various defects,. The current model will he utilized to

3-1
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N ~pred ict the i mi t of app i cab i Iity of th is method. Experimentation~ a, NAMH.

wilIl be perf ormed to determi ne the feas ibilIi ty of reaI i z irigj the pulIse comt r-()

method on their holographic system and work on the dynamic loading model wi I I

con t inup.
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SECTION 4

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING PHASE 11

PROBLEM 1

The major problem encountered during Phase I I was the severe loadingj
constraint (out of plane displacements must be less than one-quarter wave per
linear fringe period) which is imposed by the proposed process. This caused us

to re-examine the concept and seek alternate soluitions to implement the basic
FLI technology which obeys this loading constraint.

Solution

Two solutions to overcome the loading constraint were found and

-~ investigated. These solutions were:

*Laser pulse timing control so that the differential load

between the pulses meets the quarter wave/fringe period

restriction and

s Fringe desensitization with .)lographic moire techniques

using the random fringe as a carrier for the linear fringes.

~ ,-.*Both of these solutions maintain the spatial filter, noise rejection advantage
- of FLI.

Status

4' This problem caused us to investigate these alternate solutions to
meet the program goals and postpone the double pulse experiments scheduled dt

NADC during Phase 11. The initial feasibility experimental results with the

moire method are encouraging.

4-1
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PROBLEM 2
eU

-*.. .. Preliminary experiments performed at NADC indic-dtt' tib t- th,, ,1)11 , '"

* . pulse control experiments will be difficult hocuse, ot repeatah ,lity pr ,i,

with thp pulsed laser.

Solution

Attempt some trial and error experimental methods on the test specI -

mens during phase III to determine the feasibility of the method.

Status

*

% The number of experiments to be performed at NAI)C is greatly reduced
-'6

because of these limitations.

PROBLEM 3

Honeywell sold their Brighton facility and moved the project team to

their plant in Wilmington, MA. The laboratory was unavailable for use from

mid-November to early March.

Solution -

:.PIP Work on the project was stopped during this period to preserve proj-

ect funds.

Status

The new lab was opened in early March and the project team is back to

work.

4-2
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* g SECTION 5

TECHNICAL STATUS OF RESEARCH EFFORT

* 5.1 DOUBLE EXPOSURE EXPERIMENT

The annual report for Phase I showed that linear tringyfs cudld t

recovered by filtering the image made in a triple exposure holographic arrange-

-, ment. In this configuration the simulated noise was introduced d uring the

third exposure, and subsequently removed in the filtering step. The first

experiment performed during this phase of the project was to demonstrate the

-- double exposure FLI configuration so that experimentation could move to the

NADC system.

5.2 DOUBLE EXPOSURE TEST AND THE LOADING CONSTRAINT

*0 .'.

"* In this experiment, a simple double exposure configuration was util-

ized to prove the feasibility of the holographic FLI concept. Three separate

experiments were performed during this task.

. 5.2.1 Experiment 11

* In the first double exposure holographic experiment an exposure of

the plate was made. Between exposures, the plate was linearly tipped about the

x-axis and the second holographic exposure was made. Reconstruction of this

hologram resulted in linear fringes parallel to the x-axis whose frequency was

directly proportional to the angle of the tip. The reconstructed image result-

ing from this experiment is shown in Figure 5-la and its Fourier transform is

shown in Figure 5-lb. Note that the direction of the diffraction due to the

-, plate tip is vertical. The tip of the plate about the x-axis can be thought of

as a simple type of out-of-plane deformation due to a load.

840315-0
H403-1I0
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5."?'.? Experiment 12

In the sec rfd dou5le e o,s ire o ] ,ir t;1 1c erperii.ient t i dt

I rema ined stati onary and the ohect bea. wa, otated about thtie y-axi Let'ri

holographic exposures. This ;mot1on ( irrespon(s to the introduction ot tn,

linear fringe. Reconstructiun of the louble exposure tiloyrduu resulted inr
linear fringes parallel to the y-axis as shown in Figure 5-?a. The resulting
-ourier transform, as shown in Fiyure 5-2b, had diffraction spots oriented in

-. the x-direction.

S-"As expected, these two experiments show that the hologram is sensi-

tive to the phase of the object beam independent of whether the phase chanue

between exposures results from a motion of the surface or the tip in the object

heam.

5.2.3 Experiment 03

The third experiment performed in this series combines the above two
experiments and may be interpreted in the following manner. The first hologra-

phic exposure was made with the test plate parallel to the holoyraphic exposure

film plane. Between exposures, the object beam was rotated about the y-axis

. -. (this gives fringes localized on the object surface as discussed in the Phase I

Annual Report) to create FLI linear fringes, and the plate was rotated about

the x-axis to simulate a controlled loading applied to the test plate. Ihe

imagje resulting from this double exposure hologram and its Fourier transform is

shown in Figure 5-3.

"°- %

4 5.2.4 Discussion of Results

The behavior of the Fourier transform in Figure 5-3b indicates sev-

eral limitations in the conventional holographic FLI concept. In order to

- remove random fringe noise in-the optical filtering process of FLI, the carrier

frequency of the linear fringes must stay close to the x-axis as shown iil

Figure 5-2b, so that light will pass through the spatial filter. However,

- ". Figure 5-3b shows that the position of the first order has rotated. This mein-,

44 -3
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that the position of the diffraction spot is dependent JI)CM the vtrt nr 1,1lit ion

of the phase due to the carrier frequency and phase, clti(e to the oIut -' - 1 ,, I-

-, surface motion caused by the loading of the plate.

If the out-of-plane motion due to the differential loading

between the holographic exposures is greater than one quarter

wave/linear fringe period, then the vector addition of the

phases will cause the position of the linear fringe frequency to

randomly move and spread in transform space.

This renders the filtering step of the 1-LI ineffective. *hus, holo-

-C.. graphic FLI as originally conceived* will be extremely limited in its ipplica-

tion due to this loading constraint because such loads will he extremely dif-

ficult to achieve in a practical manner.

Rather than pursue further experimentation with conventional FLI

on the NADC system, methods for meeting the program goals

within this loading constraint were investigated.

5.3 METHODS FOR CIRCUMVENTING THE LOADING CONSTRAINTS IN HOLOGRAPHIC FLI

Two approaches were formulated and invsti qated for Overcoliq 1 hi.

loading constraint. The first is to utilize moire holography, a desensitiza-

tion method, and the second is to control both the time between pulses in

double pulse holography and the dynamic loading mechanism to ensure that the

surface does not move out-of-plane by more than one quarter wave/linear fringe

period during the time between pulses. The investigations to (late on these two

modified approaches are discussed below.

5.3.1 Moire Methods for Desensitizing Holographic FLI

5.3.1.1 The Basic Moire Method: Periodic Functions

Moire fringes are observed when two periodic objects are superimposed
and rotated with respect to each other 1 ,2 ,3 . The moire fringes occur hecause

* The original holographic FLI concept consisted of swinging the object beam 4
O between exposures to create a carrier frequency and perform subsequent optical

spatial filtering about the carrier frequency to remove random fringe noise to
ease the detection of defects in a subsequent image processing step.

5-6
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the opaque part of one grating overlaps the transparent part ot the other m

seen in Figure 5-4. For gratings of equal period, d, superimitposed at an drjtle

*0, the period of the moire fringe is given by

d

*d *-.

Thus, as the gratings rotate with respect to each other, the frequency ot tile

. moire fringes increase as seen in Figures 5-4b and 5-4c. If one of the

gratings is kept stationary and the other one is moved in the x direction, the

. moire fringes move a distance D as the grating moves a distance equal to its

period. These effects are illustrated in Figures 5d and 5e for a motion in the

*' x direction of approximately d/2 and a fixed angle e between the gratings to

realize the moire fringe.

Mathematically, we may describe a moire fringe resulting from grat-

ings of two different frequencies (note: the rotation in Figures 5b and 5c

causes a frequency change of the grating projection along the x or y axis) as

I(x) = (1 + cos w1x)[1 + cos(w 2x + w3Y)] (1)

I(x) = 1 + cos w1x + cos(w 2x + w3y) + 1/2 cos [(wl + w2)x + w3Y)]

U + 112 cos [(w, - w2)x - w3Y] (2)
.

.. Since the moire fringe is sampled by the highest frequency grating, it must

* '1 correspond to the difference frequency fringe in Eq. 2. This explains why the

moire fringes in Figure 5-4 always have a lower frequency than the frequency ot

* - either grating. The sum frequency fringe is not seen because it is not pro-

perly sampled. Note: Eq. 2 shows that the moire fringes are superimpused on

the two original gratings, i.e., the original gratings are still visible as

seen in Figure 5-4. Also, the moire fringes make an angle to both original

gratings since the rotated grating in Eq. 1 makes an angle, 0 = tan-1 (w3/(12)

* ,* 5-7
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to the x axis. The moire fringe makes a large anjle, -' tan-L[.,/( 1 - .. )J to

the x axis. Note if w1 = w2 , O' = 71/2 and the moire frinyes will be vjric-

dicular to the x axis.

The moire technique has proven useful in many interterumetriL

measurements for measuring displacements of surfaces K The technique is often

-cumbersome because the object of interest has to be striped wi-, d periodic

function and measured with a reference grid.

5.3.1.2 Holographic Moire: Non-Periodic Functions

In holographic interferometry, moire-type effects have been intro-
duced to desensitize the measurement accuracy of the techniques, using non-

periodic carriers 3, .  In this work multiple source, multiple index and mul-

tiple wavelength, effects have been utilized to create the moire effect. The

desensitized capability of the two wavelength method is given by the factor

Ak = 27T (1/X 1/X2 ) which results in a change in the contour interval of

•%AI ) X2/2AX. (3)

It is this moire desensitization method which we plan on utilizing to

N% overcome the loading limitations of the holographic FLI process. In par-

ticular, we will extend the method described by Abramson to achieve a desensi-

tization with the FLI concept by utilizing moire methods.

5.3.1.3 The Abramson Experiment
6

In this experiment a doubly-exposed hologram of a centrifugal pump
was made. Between holographic exposures the internal pressure of the pump was

changed, and a large rigid body motion, rotation, was also introduced to the

pIlmp. This rotation produced a great number of almost vertical straight
tr' i nys. Thtu desired information concerniny the pressure d.ftormation is hidden

1.3 by the unwanted vertical fringes on the reconstructed image as shown in Figure

5-5. The resulting moire fringe (difference fringes) represent the difference

between the rigid body motion (i.e., rotation) and the rotation plus expansion

due to pressure change as shown in Figure 5-6. Thus, the moire fringes show

• ;, the deformation of the pump due to the pressure change between exposures.

8403-10 5-13
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Figure 5-5. Reconstructed Image from a Doubly Exposed Hologram Made of a
Centrifugal Pump with a Height of About 1 Meter. Between the
Two Exposures the Internal Pressure of the Pump was Changed and
the Pump was Subjected to 6a Large Rigid Body Motion (i.e.,
Rotation) [after Abramson]

Figure 5-6. Moire Fringe of a Periodic ,'fldtiflg with Figure 5-5 Showing the
Desensitized Reconstructod liaje of Figure 5-5. Notice the Low

*Frequency (Moire) Fringjes Nt Present in Fiqjure 5-5 which are
Associated with the Out of 1-I1ane Deformation Due to the Pre ,ure
Change Given to the P,;mr t;ow- Lxpos ures. [after Abramnson]
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Therefore, the moire technique, a desensitizlng prucess, h :Deeri

used to recover a small phase change in a hologram (deformition 1ue to

pressure) which was swamped by a large phase disturbance (rigid body motion).

Our suggestion for FLI is to invert this process, i.e., use the

random fringe as a carrier and recover the linear fringe by the moire

method. This linear fringe, which should carry the defect information

when the test subject is properly loaded, can then be filtered and

processed with automatic techniques to locate sub-surface defects.

5.3.1.4 Fringe Desensitization with Four Exposure (Two-Laser) FLI
* 6

Instead of moireing with a grating as done by Abramsonb we propose

using a four-exposure, two-laser, two hologram FLI process to recover the

linear FLI fringes from the holographic moire of the random noise pattern

4 produced by the dynamic loading. Experimentally, we propose using two pulsed

S"lasers, (possibly different colors) as sources to illuminate the object. One

of the lasers will have a beam swinging mirror in the object beam so that

" . linear fringes can be introduced into one of the holograms by tilting the

object beam between exposures. The initial pulses from the two lasers will

occur simultaneously, and dynamic loading techniques will be used. This will

ensure that both lasers (hence both holograms), see the same initial state of

the surface. The second two pulses will be separated by a small time, 6t, so

that both double exposure holograms have essentially the same noise pattern.

Photographing the reconstructed images fom the two holograms and moireing them

will visualize the linear fringes (small phase) and the higher frequency

defects such as subsurface cracks. Filtering of the moire fringes by the

techniques described in the first year Annual Report should result in high

contrast FLI fringes showing the location of the defects as fringe shifts. The

.' .-* four-exposure, two-laser, two-hologram FLI process can probably be simplified

by recording the holograms on the same film and obtaining the moire beats

directly as suggested by Varner

If the two lasers have different wavelengths, then the change in

linear fringe frequency is given by (k1-k2) c0 where

k -- n = 1,2

n

8403-10 5-15
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The object is i Iluminated with light from two lasers Mid i w!,A ,)n

collimator. A mirror in one of the beams will be shifted between nulogr- i,n,:

exposures to create the linear fringes on one of the two double exposure nolo-

P grams. The two films and the dichroic beam splitter (BS) inake up d moitied

FLI sandwich which enables the construction of separate hologra,;,s simul-

S'taneously. In the ultimate application for NDE the two lasers must be ini-

tially synchronized to create simultaneous double pulses so that nanosecond

- .pulses separated in time by a few microseconds can be realized for each laser.

- . This will enable us to freeze the out-of-plane surface motions due to the

vibrations created by dynamic loading. The two films in Figure 5-7 will then

see nearly the same surface motions and defects in different colors. Also, we

note that the recording media in Figure 5-7 can be the Honeywell Thermoplastic

System or any other holographic real time recording media as well as film,

dichromated gelatin, etc.

If the recording media (assume real time media) in Figure 5-7 are

illuminated by the reference beam (or its conjugate) then two superimposed

registered images of the object appear at the image plane in Figure 5-8. If we

independently record these images on film or with another real time recording

media, then the difference frequency of FLI will appear superimposed upon the

noise field when moired with incoherent light. Note: If the two holograms are

-J illuminated with two different lasers (e.g., X, A2 as when they were made)
then we avoid color aberrations and the image intensities from the two holo-

grams will add independently. This gives a moire fringe of the form

cos(wlx + Ak A ) (4)

where Ak : difference in wave numbers = k, - k 2 and AO : the phase difference

caused by the differential loading time difference of the second pulses ot the

two lasers.

This is the desired output of the FLI process.

If coherent light from one laser is used to simultaneously recon-

struct both holograms in Figure 5-8, then we get amplitude addition and squar-

ing on the film in the image plane and the FLI effect (Eq. 4) will be realized

4. as one of 16 terms as suggested by Varner.8
5-17
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DICHROIC ARECORDING MEDIA

IMAGE PLANEWITH MOIRES

Figure 5-8. Schematic of Four-Exposure, Two-Color FL! Reconstruction System

Since the modified FLI from moire (Eq. 4) is superimposed upon the

dynamic noise fringes, a subsequent spatial filtering operation on the output

recording medium (e.g., ITEK PROM) can be performed to increase the contrast of

the linear fringes and remove the noise. This is illustrated schematically in

Figure 5-9. The filtered FL! output can then be analyzed in real time by a

vidicon camera and image processing System to give the coordinates of the

defect, (i.e., its location).

5.3.1.6 Experimental Demonstration of Four Exposure FLI Process

A simulation experiment was performed to demonstrate the feasibility

of the four-exposure, two-laser FLI process. In this experiment, repeatable

static forces were used so the two double exposure holograms could be made with

the same laser at different times rather than using two lasers ond dynamic

forces. The experimental procedure was as follows:

5-18
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1 OR 2

• . * ' VIDICON IMAGE
RECORDING PROCESSINGSRORNGFILTER FILTERED

MEDIA PLANE IMAGE

CONTAINING
.. TWO COLOR FLI

AS MOIRE
".

'p

Figure 5-9. Schematic of Filtering System for Filtering Linear Fringes
(Achieved by Moire Techniques) From Noise Background

, 1. The test body was hologramned in state #1, its relaxed state.

This is hologram #1.

2. The second exposure on hologram #1 was made after stressing

the object by turning two thumb screws in the test

. fixture. This is state #2 of the object. This double

exposure hologram was then processed and its reconstructed

image (interferogram) subsequently photographed. This

holographic interferogram is shown in Figure 5-10.

" 3. Another double exposure hologram is made. The first

exposure on hologram #2 is the same as the second exposure

fon hologram #1. i.e. a hologram of the surface in state

#2. The same laser can be used as for hologram #1.
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)~OR)~1 2

FILERVIDICON IMAGE

f f

PROCESSINGREODN FILTERE
CONTAINING IMAGE

, .TWO COLOR FLI
AS MOIRE

.  Figure 5-9. Schematic of Filtering System for Filtering Linear Fringes
(Achieved by Moire Techniques) From Noise Background

1. The test body was hologrammed in state #1, its relaxed state.

This is hologram #1.

2. The second exposure on hologram #1 was made after stressing I
the object by turning two thumb screws in the test

fixture. This is state #2 of the object. This double

exposure hologram was then processed and its reconstructed.S

image (interferogram) subsequently photographed. This

holographic interferogram is shown in Figure 5-10.

3. Another double exposure hologram is made. The first
.o

exposure on hologram #2 is the same as the second exposure

on hologram #1. i.e. a hologram of the surface in state

#2. The same laser can be used as for hologram #1.
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4. The stress is removed frovm the plate by looseningj the tuluil)

screws and the object beam is shifted through an anyle. A rhuco-

grain of state #1 with the shifted beam is made as the second _

exposure on hologram #2. The second double exposure holoyram is

" processed and its reconstructed image (another interferordll) iS

photographed. This holographic interferoyram is shown in Fiure

5-11. Note that the linear fringe is not seen in Figure 5-11

since the surface deformation produced by the thumb screws is

much greater than one quarter wave/linear fringe period. Moire-

ing the two interferograms shown in Figures 5-10 and 5-11 yields

the desired result as shown in Figure 5-12. This experiment

indicates that the four-exposure FLI (moire) technique does

• ,indeed reduce the sensitivity of holographic interferometry and

thus enables one to retain the linear fringe. This fringe would

.4 not be observable in conventional FLI (Figure 5-11).

The moire (difference) technique subtracts the common random

phase between the two interferograms and emphasizes the linear

fringe which was present (albeit small) in one interferogram

5 (Figure 5-11) but not the other (Figure 5-10). The fact that

the FLI fringes are not perfectly linear across Figure 5-12

means that the plate did not relax to exactly its original

position. Subsequent experiments with the real time film

• recording system and the finite element experiments substan-

•: .,tiated this fact.
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5.3.1.7 A More Controlled Experiment
-4

After successfully completing the four exposure FLI experiment our

holographic film processor from Laser Technology in Norristown, Pa. was

delivered and debugged. (See Appendix B for a description of this system).

This system is a real time recording System in which the holographic film is

developed in place using a monobath chemistry process. Interferometry between

the recorded hologram and future states of the surface can be observed in real

time in the image plane. This system enabled us to perform a more controlled

four exposure FLI experiment by using the following procedure:

1. A hologram of state #1 is made and processed in the real time

recording system.

2. The plate was stressed by hanging weights from a lever arm

attached to the back of the plate. (Note: this static loadinj

technique was chosen because our finite element study showed

that it is controllable, repeatable, and in agreement with the

computer model.) This loading method removed an important

random variable from our experiments. The real time holographic

system enables us to vary the fringe pattern on the interfero-

gram until high frequency noise fringes were obtained. The

resulting interferogram from the real time holographic system

(an interferogram between state #1 of the surface recorded on

the hologram and state #2 due to the hanging wieghts) was photo-

graphed (see Figure 5-13).

3. The linear fringe was then added by swinging the object beam and

another interofergram was photographed (see Figure 5-14).

Again, the loading is so great that the linear fringes are

swamped and hence, are not visible in Figure 5-14. -a

4. The resulting moire pattern obtained by moire in Figures 5-13

and 5-14 reveals the presence of the linear fringe due to the

differencing technique as shown in Figure 5-15.
p4
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Because the experimental controls (allowed by real t ime holography wer,, ).t.r

in those static Inading experiments, the linear frinqw, in i iqiiro '-l ir,

straighter than those obtained in the earlier experiments ( igure )-L)

Comments:

Of course in the ultimate system with two synchronous lasers and

dynamic loading these concerns will not be important. In these static experi-

ments the real time holographic system has the advantage that the desired state

of the loaded system can be realized by waiting for the system to come to

equilibrium after applying the force. Both interferograms are always refer-

enced to the same recorded hologram (state #1). This removes the necessity of

returning the plate to its relaxed position as we did in the initial experiment

described in Section 5.3.1.6.

Real time holography shows that relaxing of the plate to its initial

state, with the interferometric tolerances required, is very unpredictable due

to factors such as plate fatique, etc. Thus, one has to perform many measure-

ments and observe the state of the reconstructed image before being ensured

that the plate has returned to its original state. S

5.3.1.8 Four Exposure FLI and Differential Loading

The next experiment to be performed will determine if differential -

loading between the two states of the surface can be controlled with enough

finesse to allow information about sub-surface cracks or defects to be observed

as fringe shifts on the linear fringes. In the ultimate four-exposure FLI pro-

cess this configuration can be realized as follows. State #1 on the surface

will be realized by simultaneouly pulsing both lasers and exposing both holo-

graphic plates with hologram #1. The laser pulse effectively freezes the sur-

face at some unknown (reference) state of the dynamic loading cycle. After a
*'; period of time, At, (large enough so that the state of the surface has moved

many quarter wavelengths) a second exposure is made with laser #1 on holograph-

ic plate #1. A short time later, 6t, short enough so that the surface moves

5" 6
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less than one quarter wave/linear fringe period out of plane, a second expo%;.,re

is made with laser #2 (after shifting the object beam) on holographic iote
I #2.*

5.3.1.9 Four Exposure FLI-Static Loads

In the static differential loading experiment we will realize the

differential force by adding a small additional weight to the plate, between

exposures, and swing the beam to introduce the linear fringes. The interfero-

gram resulting from this holographic process is slightly different from the one

shown in Figure 5-14 since it has the differential force phase modulating the

linear fringe.

The first differential loading experiment using a static load was

performed with the He-Ne laser and a three-exposure moire methodt in which

-three holograms are exposed on the same film. The three exposures corresponded

to the following states of the test plate:

Exposure #1 - The plate is unstressed and a reference hologram

.1 is made.

Exposure #2 - A static load was applied to stress the plate by

the hanging weight method.

Exposure #3- An addition weight (small differential load) was

added and the object beam was deflected through a

small angle to introduce vertical linear fringes.

*Note: This technique is greatly simplified if all four exposures are made
on the same holographic plate as suggested by Varner.' In this case
the moire fringe appears as one of 16 terms in the reconstructed
image and spatial filtering by the FLI process can be used to enhance

SL.the fringe contrast and reject unwanted fringe noise.

tA three exposure modification of the Varner method8 was used because we
determined that one reference beam was sufficient to create the holographic
moire (difference frequency) effect.

6 :5-29
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The reconstructed image from the reconstructe( triple exposure holo-

gram is shown in Figure 5-I5A. A mathematical analysis of this experiment Is

given in Appendix C. The vertical linear tringes can be seen on the supports

at the extreme left and right of the figure. Other linear fringes can also be

seen in the photo which result from the difference frequency (moire) between

exposures #2 and #3. The circular object in the center of the field is the

plug. The weights were hung from a lever attached to the back of the pl'ug.

The overlaid dashed line follows one of the vertical linear fringes down the

* field-of-view.

The effect of the weight hung prior to the second exposure is best

illustrated by the high frequency horizontal fringes across the plug. This

means that the plug is so thick and stiff that the weight merely tilts the

plug. As the fringes leave the plug and cross the test plate they are deviated '

in a pattern similar to those obtained in the double exposure holographic

experiments (e.g. Figures 5-19b and 5-21c). This illustrates that non-linear • -

out-of-plane curvature results from the force on the thinner test plate due to

the hanging weight. These results are predicted in the ADL model as described

in Section 5-4 of this report.

'4 As we follow the vertical dashed line in Figure 5-15a (i.e. follow

one linear (moire) fringe) the fringe on the upper portion above the plug is

relatively straight indicating that the effect of the differential force (added _

with the small additional weight before the third exposure) is relatively

minimal. At the plug interface the fringes rotate which means that the

additional tip on the plug due to the differential force adds vectorially to

the linear fringe. This causes a rotated fringe pattern similar to the type

observed in Figure 5-3a of this report. In the area below the plug the effect

of the differential force on the thin plate exceeds the quarter wave/fringe

period constraint. Thus, the linearity of the fringe is lost because the

displacement due to the differential force starts to dominate the linear fringe

in the vectorial addition of the phases.

This experiment demonstrates that difference frequency fringe,; (moire

type) can indeed be realized with multiple exposure holography. In addition,

the types of effects due to loading which we have been discussing in this ..

report are also illustrated by the experiment.
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7- -7 V.M. .

The effects of small surface displacements which are less than a

.-- quarter wave/linear fringe period do not cause linear fringe rotation. This

effect demonstrates the care which must be exercised in applying the load to

the object in holographic NDE with the FLI process.

5.3.1.10 Future Plans on Holographic Moire

More work will be done in pursuing these moire effects during Phase

* III of the program. This work will include:

*e Quantifying the loading requirements using the ADL model as a

guide

a Investigating the effect of 2-color holograms to desensitize the

process

. Comparisons between the multiple-exposure single hologram and two

hologram moire techniques for one and two colors

* Determining the sensitivity of the process for finding through

cracks and sub-surface cracks

- Comparison with model

- Size and depth of cracks

- Effects due to load

a Determining the effectiveness of filtering the moire outputs to

reduce noise

s Determinination of feasibility of FLI process with moire

techniques.
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5.3.2 Pulse Control for Circumventing Loading Contraint

5.3.2.1 The Concept

The proposed method involves taking data from a displaced plate in a

, ,. short time interval (see Figure 5-16). It is hoped that the time interval, At
' ""- will be controlled by varying the frequency and/or amplitude of the driving

(forcing) function. If this is possible, then in essence, we can have large

out of plane displacements but only take the data for the FLI holograms with

displacements meeting the quarter-wave/fringe period restriction. This concept

is being pursued in parallel with the methods just described.
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5.3.2.2 Preliminary Analysis for a Dynamically Loaded Plate

The equation governing forced vibration of thin plates is

DV4W + phW = f(x,y,t) (5)

where D is the bending stiffness \iV2

h is the thickness, and

p is the mass density of the plate.

If we write the forcing function, f(x,y,t) as

iWt
f(x,y,t) = P(x,y)e

and seek solutions of the form

W(x,y,t) = W(x,y)e i  
, (6)

then Eq. 5 becomes
DV4 W(x,y) - phw2 W(x,y) = P(x,y). (7)

Let P(x,y) = lb W (X,y)
nm nm

where the Wnm are mutually orthogonal and constitute the plate's natural

modes of vibration, given by the eigensolutions of

V4 02
DVWnm - Ph nm Wnm 0,
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where the 4 n are the natural frequencies. It is presumed that the

known, at least for small n and n, so that the b)Tn are easily determined.

Now W(x,y) : IbmnWmn(X,y) implies

Ya ph (u/ - w
2 )W (x,y) 'Ib W (x,y)

mn mn mn mn ;n

- and thus

in
"-a = _ _ _ _ _ _ (3 )

"' mn ph(w 2  W2 )mn

Clearly the most attractive driving frequency would be substantially less than

the lowest natural frequency. For a 4 in. x 4 in. aluminum plate, 0.1 in.

thick and clamped on 3 sides, we found the lowest natural frequency to be on

the order of 104 s- . Thus a driving frequency on the order of 5 x 103 s- 1

, . would seem optimal. As may be seen from Eq. 6, the driving frequency controls

the vibration frequency. With the driving frequency of 5 x 103 s - , a pulse

SorAt of 50 Us would cover one quarter of a cycle, while 10 ns covers only 5 x
1 0-5 of a cycle. Somewhere in this range we should be able to find a

*convenient pulse time and amplitude such that the quarterwave restriction of

; FLI is met.

-By properly controlling Eq. 7, (i.e., by proper selection of P(x,y))

the lowest modes can be emphasized. This would ease calculation of the amn

in Eq. 8 which would only be needed for very small m and n. Thus the amplitude

can be readily estimated for the case of interest.

5.3.2.3 Initial Experiments at NADC

The purpose of the visit to NADC was to use their TRW laser holo-

• graphic system 9 and assess the system capabilities for double pulsing with

short intervals between pulses.
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The double-pulse system permits firing of two pulses in rapid

succession, several microseconds apart. This time interval is so short that

the test panel cannot experience any appreciable displacements other than the

ones induced by the impact. The pulse duration is approximately 50 nano-

seconds, which permits freezing of the motion due to the induced stress waves.

The ruby laser has the capability of producing up to four, long-

coherence, optical pulses (wavelength, X=6943A) within one millisecond. The

separation between pulses can be varied from one to 250 microseconds.

The basic components of the ruby laser are two mirrors, a ruby rod, a

flashlamp, and a pockels cell Q-switch. The two mirrors form opposite ends of

the optical cavity. The ruby rod provides the optical energy (light) in a

coherent, monochromatic form. The flashlamp pumps the ruby rod, making it

ready to lase. The Pockels cell is situated between the mirrors and acts as a

shutter for the cavity. When the proper voltage is applied to the Pockels

cell, light is allowed to pass through it forming a complete optical cavity

allowing the laser to lase. When there is no voltage applied, the Pockels cell

isolates one mirror from the other and the optical cavity is not complete.

The actual operation of the pulsed ruby laser consists of a series of I
steps which must be performed in the proper order. The flashlamp requires

considerably more power than can be supplied on a continuous basis so it is

necessary to store energy for use during the pump cycle. This is accomplished

by charging a large capacitor. The amount of stored energy is adjusted by

controlling the voltage to which the capacitor is charged. Once the capacitor

has been energized, the laser is ready to operate.

5.3.2.4 The Timing Sequence
*1

The laser is fired by pumping the ruby rod with a xenon flash tube. . !

The pumping requires approximately 1 ms. A switch on the control panel
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initiates everything. The impact hanmer is releaseri as the xenon flash] mp

fires. The flashlamp duration is on the order of a millisecond. Att t ht

hammer impact, the Pockels cell opens for some short interval (ns) 3nu tn,.

laser fires. A selectable interval later the Pockels cell opens a second ciame

and the laser fires again.

5.3.2.5 System Considerations for Experimentation

The output energy of the two beams is adjusted by tweeking pots. The

capacitor voltage for the flashlamp is monitored on a scope. The scope is not

fast so the pulse width is not resolvable. The pulse separation was varied

from 0.1 ms to 0.2 ms. The time interval between hammer and pulse could not be

-' measured.

At the present time the laser only fires at some ideal temperature.

rd The laser is connected to a refrigerator that pumps water to the laser. The

temperature is read out on a 1 1/2 in. diameter dial indicator with about a 200

degree range - a mark every degree. The firing temperature was an arbitrary

value near the 20' mark and a pencil mark was made on the panel. The laser was

fired when indicator pointed to mark. Sometimes the laser fired, but not

always.

An interval of 20-30 minutes was required for the laser to return to

operating temperature. We did not have to align the systems, but misfires and

single fires occurred often. In two days of making holograms we made eight.

We made more test shots to see if laser was firing and double pulsing

than we did to make holograms.

5.3.2.6 Proposed Experiments at NADC

We will attempt to use the NADC system as currently configured to

ascertain the feasibility of the pulse control technique for FLI. ty control-
• - ling the time between pulses such that the surface moves less than one quarter

wave per linear fringe period then the holograms should be relatively noise

free and enable us to determine whether crack and flaw signatures become

• .,.-. .5-37
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visible. Due to the lack of controls on the current system, trial and error

experimental methods will he used to perform these tests. These tests are -

planned during Phase III of the program and will be coordinated with NADC

personnel

5.4 ANALYSES FOR FLAW DETECTION BY HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROGRAMS

Since the holographic interferometry technique accurately measures

small surface displacements of structural components, it is capahle of indi-

cating the locations of many small cracks and flaws in stressed bodies. Flaws

on or near the surface are particularly susceptible to detection by this tech-

nique, since these flaws often induce marked surface irregularities when they

are stressed. The flaws, in effect, may leave a holographic signature. By

comparing experimental results with theoretical analysis, this section shows

the reliability of holographic displacement measurements, and the existence of

a holographic signature when a flaw is present. The finite element analyses

herein are based on static loading, but a separate discussion demonstrates the

applicability of the results to particular cases of dynamic loading.

5.4.1 Finite Element Analysis

Finite element analyses were performed for the plate shown in Figure

5-17a, both with and without the indicated crack. This is the same basic plate

as that in the previous reports on this co,. act. 7 ,10  The mesh used without

the crack is shown in Figure 5-IWa, and that used with the crack is shown in

Figure 5-18b.

Two analyses, corresponding to the loadings in Figure 5-17b and

5-17c, were performed without the crack. The loading mechanism in Figure 5-17b

proved to be an appropriate model for the hanging weight experiment, in which a

weight is hung from a plug inserted in the hole, (Figure 5-17d). The weight

produces an effective moment which is transferred through the plug insert to

* the plate. When the plate is clamped on three sides, an idealization of the -

moment loading by equal and opposite forces at the top and bottom of the hole

leads to theoretical results in excellent agreement with the experimental

* interferogram, as indicated by Figure 5-19a and 5-19b. Figure 5-1qa shows out

*. of plane displacement contours from a finite-element calculation using the 

general purpose ANSYS program. In Figure 5-19a and all subsequent figures
";'? '5-38
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showing numerical results, it is important to note tnat only the magnitudes ot

out-of-plane displaceients are shown. A change in sign of this displacoment

actually occurs along a roughly horizontal line near the middle of the plato.

Figure 5-19 thus demonstrates the holographic technique's ability to monitor

surface displacements accurately.

An analysis performed for the moment loading of Figure 5-17c, which

was intended to model the expanding plug experiment described in the April 1983

report, 4 did not compare favorably with either the expanding plug experiment or

the hanging weight experiment (see the finite element displacement contours in

Figure 5-20). Therefore, the force loading mechanism of Figure 5-17h was used

in subsequent analyses in which a crack is present.

In Figure 5-21, the crack is introduced and finite element results

for the same loading and boundary conditions as in Figure 5-19a are obtained.

The points where the crack intersects the hole are constrained to have the saime

out-of-plane displacement to simulate the effect of the plug insert. As the

closeup view in Figure 5-21b shows, the displacement contours are discontinuous

at the crack, and they also exhibit a change in slope. Thus the crack has a

". clear holographic signature, and one would expect a similarly obvious signature
"'" in most similar applications with out of plane loading. A hologram made with d

similar loading is shown in Figure 5-21c. The same general pattern is obtained

as in Figure 5-21a except the holographic fringe frequency is different.

An additional example of a crack signature is provided in Figure

5-22. Here, uniform pressure is applied to the back of the plate, as depicted

in Figure 5-17e. The plate is clamped on three sides as before, and again the

points where the crack intersects the hole are constrained to hav the sam(

displacement, as in Figure 5-21. The displacement contours do not show a

marked discontinuity across the crack, although they do exhibit a pronounced

change in slope. The coupling of the points where the crack intersects the

hole was next eliminated to see if the crack would cause a greater discon-
tinuity. This lack of constraint is a reasonable assumption in light ot the

fact that the type of uniform pressure loading considered would arise troim d

loudspeaker or similar device, for which the plug insert would not necessarily

be present. The results for this unconstrained case are shown in Figure 5-23,
.-...-... 5-44 ,
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where the anticipated exacerbation of the discontinuity is clear. Since o

loudspeaker is appropriate for nonstatic loading conditions, the results in S

Figure 5-23 also suggest the type of behavior that one might expect in a

dynamic situation. The discontinuities associated with the crack are readily

apparent in Figure 5-23, and one would expect similar ease of detection with an

actual hologram.

5.4.2 Dynamic Considerations

In order to design an experiment which will verify the applicability

"- of the holographic technique in a dynamic situation, an understanding ut the

appropriate frequency and power range for the plate of Figure 5-17a is needed.

On the basis of Figure 5-23, it is understood that an easily observable crack

* signature will be forthcoming under the appropriate driving conditions. This

section provides an approximate analysis to guide the selection of driving

power and frequency.

The plate of Figure 5-17a is first idealized as flawless, i.e., as

having neither a crack nor a hole. It is assumed that these flaws have minimal

effect on the low frequency plate response. The boundary conditions of three

clamped edges and one free edge are maintained. For purposes of discussion, we

also assume a desired displacement range is specified for the driven plate, and

we characterize this range by B, the maximum displacement in inches o" the

midpoint of the free edge. We seek to obtain driving parameters for the plate

in terms of B and the other plate characteristics: Young's modulus E,

." Poisson's ratio, v, density, p, side length, t, and thickness, h. The plates

bending stiffness, D, is given by

Eh3

12(1-v2 )

The natural frequencies wi and mode shapes Wi(x,y) (the Wi are dimen-

sionless and defined to have the value unity at the middle of the tree edge)

satisfy the equation

'4 2DVW. - ph,,)W. = 0. 1 I I
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The eigenvalues ,wi2 are determineo )y requiring the modes Wi t, siti fy tie

* plate boundary conditions. The lowest natural frequency tor the prv-_,,,nt

boundary conditions is given by

14
f =W -W i59D/ohza Hz.

0 2n

For 2. = 4 in., p = 0.lb/in. , h = 0.1 in. v 0.34 and E = 101 psi corres-

ponding to an aluminum plate, the lowest frequency fo = 1.42 kHz. The next

lowest frequency is almost three times as great. For dynamic plate experi-

ments, driving frequencies on the order of 500 Hz seem appropriate for avoiding

resonance.

It is typical of driven mechanical systems that there is a transient

response that depends on the initial state of the system, and this response is

typically damped out in a relatively short time. We assume this to be the case

here so that the long time (or steady state) response derives directly from the

* ~driving mechanism. We further assume that the plate vibrations are adequately

approximated by the first natural mode shape Wo .

The total energy of this mode can be calculated to be 1630 B 2 in.-Ib

184 B2 Joules. Now in the low frequency range, most of the energy of the

system response is lost to damping during each cycle, and the driving force

must persist if vibrations are to continue. Each driving pulse contributes

potential energy to the system, which is subsequently damped without a signifi-

cant amount being converted to kinetic energy. Thus the energy of the system

response may be identified with the energy input each cycle, and the power

required to drive the plate with displacement amplitude B is approximately 184

B2f watts, where f is the driving frequency (Hz).

Alternatively, if the pressure providing the excitation is desired in

terms of its magnitude p at the middle of the free edge, it may be estimated as

follows. First, assume the pressure distribution to take on the shape of the

lowest mode Wo (this is essentially equivalent to the assumption that the

lowest mode Wo dominates the response). It may then be shown that

Z2
P - phB(w 0 -

2) phBwo 2 for w<<wo,
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where w is the angular frequency at which the plate is driven. These results

provide the needed guidance for selection of appropriate equipment for dynamic
plate experiments. For example, if the desired displacement amplitude is H, d

loudspeaker device providing a frequency of 500 Hz and power input of 9? B~' kW

to the specimen would be an appropriate driving mechanism for the experinri, t.
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SECTION 6

RESULTS TO DATE

The program goal of demonstrating a holographic NDE method which

rnpossesses a simplified data reduction technique is still possible. Trhe
original method envisioned, holographic FLI, was shown to have a severe loaainy

constraint. Violation of this loading constraint (the common occurrence)

removes the advantage obtained by spatial filtering the hologram, which was ton

simplify the automatic readout program. A subsequent analysis of the loading

constraint led to the investigation of two methods which satisfy the constraint

and appear practical. These methods are:

- Laser pulse separation control coupled with dynamic loading

in linear fringe, double-pulse holography and

- Moire methods for desensitizing the response of the

. ghologram to the load.

- - An analysis of the pulse control method with dynamic loadin 9

indicated it to be a feasible method. Preliminary measurements at NADC show

that the method will be difficult to implement on their current system.
r

An analysis of the moire technique showed that the technique is

feasible with two separate laser sources (4-exposure, 2-laser, 2-hologram FLI)
- and dynamic loading. The desensitization of the moire technique relaxes the

-. loading constraint by allowing large surface motions between pairs of exposures
while simultaneously retaining the linear fringe and spatial filtering

advantage of FLI. Subsequent experimentation showed that the linear fringe is

extracted from the moire technique when a large loading change between

7 exposures was made. This experiment demonstrates that the moire method is vory

encouraging. The definitive experiment of obtaining shifts on the linear

fringes at the location of defects is still in progress.

* b-1
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The finite element analyses thus far have corroborated the accuracy

of the holographic interferometry technique in monitoring surface displace-

ments. It has also been seen that cracks and flaws can be expected to leave

holographic signatures when these flaws are appropriately stressed. The

dynamic analyses at this point serve as a guide for subsequent experiments.

Such experiments will be performed in concert with steady-state dynamic finite

element analyses, so that direct correlations of experiments with analyses can

be made. As in the static cases described earlier, these correlations should

serve to demonstrate the effectiveness of holography in measuring surtdco

displacements, and in pinpointing the locations of cracks.
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SECTION 7

FUTURE PLANS

The work that remains to be done during the program includes demon-

strating and comparing the two, three and four exposure moire FLI techniques

with differential loading for specimens having through cracks and sub-surface

cracks. The detailed plan was given in Section 5.3.1.10. The model for these

situations will be utilized to predict the size and depth of cracks which can

he detected and located by the moire technique and to determine its limitations

on various specimens. More experimentation will be conducted at NADC to deter-

mine the practicality of implementing the pulse control techniques on their

system. In addition, the dynamic loading analysis will continue in support of

the NADC experiments.
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APPENDIX A

THEORY OF FOUR-EXPOSURE, TWO-LASER, TWO-HOLOGRAM FLI PROCLSS

In Section 5.2 we experimentally show that the original FLI approich

is limited to out-of-plane displacements on the order of one quarter wave/

-. fringe period because the interferometric term of interest in holograpnic FLI

is

i"4

x + e 1 1 + cos(wox +

The noise term, Aln, cannot be allowed to swamp the linear fringe term,

(k0x, since they add vectorial ly.

It is difficult to control the loading to this degree of finesse.

However, one method, (pulse control) for possibly accomplishing the loading is

discussed in Section 5.3.2 of this report. Another method is the moire tech-

_ "nique described in more detail in this appendix.

In the holographic moire describe by Abramson6 (see Figures 5-5 and

5-6 of this report), the moire fringe can be mathematically described by sub-
'" tracting the phases of the two interferograms, i.e.

a.

.* x -(W x +- (A1o 0 loading) - -Aloading (A-i)

Since four-exposure, two-hologram FLI is the opposite of the Abramson case,

(i.e. noise carrier) the resulting phase is

Aloadin (Wox +AIn) = -(,x linear fringe (A-2)r loading 0 oading 0

In four-exposure FLI with a Phase, 5, due to differential loading the two

double exposure holograms can be represented as

A-1
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Ho e + RI2 + Iel2 R12 (A-3)-

exposure #1 plus exposure #2

and

H2 e e e )2  + RI2 + P + R (A-4)

exposure #3 plus exposure #4

where *] and ¢2 represent the out-of-plane displacements due to the two differ-
rent forces, R is the holographic reference wave and 6 is the phase resulting

from the differential loading.

When these two holograms are reconstructed and moired, the moire
fringe (difference frequency) is

cos ( oX + 6) (A-5)

i.e. phase shifts from the differential loading riding on the linear fringe.

Since these phase shifts should be larger at the defect locations, the four-

exposure FLI holograms should be more amenable to automatic readout than

conventional double exposure holography.

A-2
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SAPPENDIX B

LASER TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM
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HOLOMATIC 6000
* INSTANT HOLOGRAM RECORDING SYSTEM

mor sesiiv than throlsieorigeupet
...."

0

" .~*Produce holograms in 10 seconds, up to 6 per minute. i~

.. • Permanent Holograms made with standard Holographic Film over a magnitude
• more sensitive than thermoplastic recording equipment.

* View each hologram seconds after the nxposure, using the video monitor
provided.

e Microprocessor control HOLOMATIC 6000 makes REAL TIME, TIME AVERAGE
or DOUBLE EXPOSURE holograms.

- Eliminate all dark room processing of holograms.

_ LASER TECHNOLOGY, INC.

-. -
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HOLOMATIC 6000 INSTANT HOLOGRAM RECORDING $S . FM

Description
Combining the latest microprocessor technology
and a revolutionary monobath processing fluid, the
HOLOMATIC 6000 is the fastest and most sensitive
holographic recording and production control instrument
available Programmed to produce REAL TIME, DOUBLE Ku
EXPOSURE or TIME AVERAGE holograms at the touch of
a button, the HOLOMATIC 6000 opens new dimensions in
holography For modal analysis, scan the test part through
a range of vibrational frequencies with any shaker and
oscillator The REAL TIME hologram will show the modal
patterns moving and changing as the frequency changes.
A 10 second hologram will then make a permanent record
of the modal response of the test part for detailed analysis
with our MODEL HV- 160 Hologram Viewer.

Applications
Modal Analysis
fhermal Deformation Studies
Stress-Strain Relationships
(eep Studies
Strain Analysis of Mechanical Components
Nondestructive Evaluation

Other Required Equipment
LS-2400 Laser System or use your laser, optical "
components and vibration isolation table.

F Or rr. inforrmatorr ontact your nearest LTI representative or our
far tiry directly

-.., Specifications
Control Console
Height 16 inches
Width 19 inches
Depth 21 1. inches
Weight 22 pounds
Electrical Requirements 1 10 VAC, 2A

Camera Unit
Height 91,. inches
Width 12 inches
Depth 1514 inches
Weight 18 pounds
Film 35 mm, unsprocketed LASER-

TEST
Spacial Resolution 1200 Lines/mm
Exposure Sensitivity at

633nm. 8 ergs/cm.
Processing Fluid HOLOBATH
Hologram Process Time 2 to 8 seconds

The HOt OMATIC 6000 Holographic camera is patented in the
United States and at)road with additional patents pending.

Specifications subject to change without notice

For fuil ,nformation, write or phone

,-'LASER TECHNOLOGY, INC.
1055 W, Germantown Pike, Norristown, PA 19404 0 Phone 215,631 '. I .,* .,,: *



q !APPENDIX C

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THREE EXPOSURE HOLOGRAPHIC MOIRE

In the three exposure holographic ril re c,,,<erlaot ii .m 

Section 5, the first exposure is the unstressed plate ard m ay he represe ',.ed

by
-- H, (x,y) =R + 2~~ C i

H1 (xfy) C-

where R is the reference wa", and

-" f(x,y) is the diffracted field from the unstressed surface.
.,

71 The second exposure occurs after a load has been applied to the plate

by the hanging weight method. This holographic exposure is represented by

H2 (x,y) IR + eikA(x,Y,z) 2 (C-2)

-!U
where R is same reference, and

A(x,y,z) represents the out-of-plane deformation of the surface from its

unstressed state f(x,y).

The third exposure occurs after swinging the beam to introduce linear

- fringes and adding a smdl I additional weight (differential loao),.

The resulting exposure is:

H3 (X- R + eik oYeikA (x,Y,z)I (C-3)

- where a. represents the angle of the beam whicn creates the linear

4 finger and A'(x,y,z) A(x,y,z) + 6(x,yz), 5(x,',,zl beiing tne additional out

of plane deformation from state 2 due to the additional weight i.e. toe

differential stress.

- , 8403-1(0
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Process;i ng of the f ilIm c na in n: rw :rr,,. SvS

Hx yl dnd H3(x ,yl a and rec ons tru ct icm resuIt s iin an ie tneV

ttiree states of toe s irface. Tnis 5 1terferogramT iS repres~ferte >~

Ixy) + iK A(X.V Z)eiKA (X YZ>Th'Y))

=3 + Cos kA%(x,y,z) +*O J 00 K l(,jt X)

+ Cos [kcoy + , y z

T ht term cos K x xy ,z) i n Eq. C-4 rep r eser t,, e f -i rlef pdtr' i

NMO'i I be observed in normia I douni e exposu re i])I) tr-priI it ntr e-t rr-w Y

te ril c-os k- (x y , z)+ y]I i n Eq. C- 4 i s t he no rm] F L] o,nt w

x! . , ,z) overwhelIms the i nea r f r inge becauise of vector dl"I ion to

'n is f ri nge would appear as another random f ri nge pat tern i n the, 1 ntert .ri)

The ternt cos [Kc±0y±6 ( x ,y ,z )] is tne differenc-e frequienc.y .I

,Irid ropresents the 1 i nea r mo i r e fr ingeo wi tr ph s si t ts (It

(I -dffe(rential stress 6 1 (x,,,).

These effects were observed i n F igure 1SA Se-Section

C.- report.
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